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16TH FFSI GLOBAL SALES & MARKETING MEETING,
“ONE OF THE BEST EVER”

Our 16th FFSI Annual Global Sales & Marketing Meeting found us all at the JW
Marriott resort in Phuket, Thailand and,
from all accounts, was “one of the best
ever”. Our Chairman, Chris Waterson,
asked us all to spend a moment in silence
in support of our friend, Muhammad Asif
Khan who was present with us and whose
wife had passed away just a few weeks
earlier, before welcoming all delegates to
the meeting.
Chris was particularly pleased to welcome
2 new members to the FFSI family – SAT
Cargo from Italy, and Paklink Shipping
Services from Pakistan. All first time attendees and our new members were warmly
applauded and recognised by all members.
In only the 2nd time in the history of FFSI,
Chris was honoured to award Life Membership of the Board of Directors of FFSI
to Lawrence Low (our Deputy Chairman) in
recognition of over 25 years of dedicated
service to FFSI. Lawrence, and his wife
Mabel who was present at the opening
ceremony, received a standing “ovation”
from the delegates. Well done, and thank
you Lawrence!
Once Chris had formally declared the
meeting open, we assembled for the traditional Group Photograph before commencing with the first day of one-on-one
meetings. Our welcome cocktails and reception found us on the beach front. The
food, setting and atmosphere were of
such a high standard that we overran our
scheduled reception by almost an hour.

The second day began with our Chairman’s
now traditional Group Crazy Quiz. Chris
started by saying that he had made this
year’s questions a bit easier in the hope that
the winning Group would achieve a much
higher score than last year’s 23%, and that
all Groups could achieve at least 50%. After the coffee break delegates continued
with their one-on-one meetings. The evening
was a free evening which saw almost all
attendees assemble in the lobby to take 5
mini bus vans into Patong beach for the
night. Most made it back to the vans for a
10.30pm return to the hotel although quite a
large number of party animals (who shall
remain nameless), only managed to return
somewhere between 2, 3 & 4am…………
Our final day commenced with the announcement of the winning Group in the
Crazy Quiz. Chris was pleased to note a
“huge” improvement in the final score which
jumped from 23% to a magnificent 25%!!!
Let’s see what happens in 2017. We then
moved on to the annual Top Gun Awards
and we congratulate all members who were
recognised with an Achievement Certificate
and those who were acknowledged as our
Top Guns for 2015/2016. Photographs
may be found elsewhere in this issue of
eNews.
The Farewell dinner began on a quiet note
with Chris asking everyone to stand in a
moment of silence as respect to the staff of
the Hotel, having heard only a few hours
earlier of the passing of the King of Thailand. It was patently evident by the reaction
of the staff that this gesture on our part was
deeply appreciated by them.

During dinner we all joined in the singing of
“happy birthday” to Southgate and everyone enjoyed the 6 bingo games which followed.
Although we will not mention anyone by
name, Raj was his usual dynamic self whenever anyone lost their card for having
called “bingo” only to discover they were
incorrect. The dinner ended on a high note
with everyone hoping to see one another in
March 2017.
In his closing message earlier in the day,
our Chairman reminded everyone that this
was essentially a Sales & Marketing meeting and hoped that all delegates had managed to sign at least 1 MOA with another
member and had firm plans for the year
ahead.
Before officially closing the 16th FFSI Annual Global Sales & Marketing meeting,
Chris was pleased to announce that our 36th
FFSI Annual Worldwide Conference would
be held from 12th to 16th March, 2017 at
the Nagaworld Hotel in Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
This news was well Inside This Issue
received and Chris
asked that we aim 2-3
Messages
for the highest attendance ever when we 4-7
Members’
meet again next
News
year.
Our Deputy Chair- 8-9
man sounded the
FFSI gong to close 10
the meeting.

Top Gun
Awards
FFSI Code of
Ethics
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The year 2016 is rapidly drawing to a close and the challenges and opportunities of 2017 are approaching. I
would like to take this opportunity to thank all of you for your loyal support of FFSI during this year, for your
patience with our development of our new website, and for your encouragement to me personally during our
meetings. I would also wish to thank the members of the Board of Directors, our NSO Administrator and the
Exco team for all of their hard work during the course of the year.
To all members, their staff and all of their families, may you enjoy a blessed and peaceful Christmas time and
may you reach every dream you have for the New Year and beyond.
CHRIS WATERSON, FFSI CHAIRMAN
Dearest FFSI Colleague & Friends,
May the present year end on a cheerful note to make way for a fresh and
bright New Year this Christmas.
Here’s wishing you and your family members Good Health, Peace, Joy & Abundant Prosperity!
Merry Christmas and A Happy New Year! Best Wishes!
LAWRENCE LOW, FFSI DEPUTY CHAIRMAN

May this Christmas end the present year with good relationship amongst Members.
Wishing you all a bright and more successful new year to come!
FRANCIS NG, FFSI CFO

May this Christmas season bring lots of joy, happiness and festivities to all
our members, their staff & families. Merry Christmas!
TIAAN VAN DER BANK, FFSI CIO

Christmas is a wonderful time of the year, a season of holiday, a time to show your love and share your
feelings with your loved ones and make your Christmas special.
2016 will soon be over, towards the end of the year, I hope your holiday is filled with warmth, love, cheer,
and happiness.
ADA LAI, FFSI COO

This Christmas season, may you and your families stay blessed, happy and peaceful. Let the spirit of love
gently fill our hearts and homes. And for the coming year 2017, may we find many reasons for happiness.
Merry Christmas and a happy new year to one and all!
JOY MORTEL, FFSI NSO ADMINISTRATOR
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MEMBERS ANSWER THE QUESTION: “WHY FFSI?”
For over 30 years, Feta Freight Systems International has been very careful in selecting its members. As a matter of fact, there are
companies who have been members of FFSI for over 30, 25, 20, 15, and 10 years. Why did they join FFSI? Why did they stay
members for so many years? We have asked two FFSI members for over 10 and 15 years to answer the question: Why FFSI?
They were generous and cooperative in sharing their experiences through the years and in giving their advice to other FFSI memWhy did you join FFSI?
We join FFSI because of the
recommendation of Harald
Mazarin. He advised us that
the network is very valuable
for us as a medium sized
forwarder because of the
awesome partners worldwide.
I am still very thankful for his
recommendation and help to
get in contact with all his
longtime friends in the FFSI.

IQBAL HOSSAIN
Member for 15 years

Why until now you are still
a member of FFSI?

Why did you join FFSI?
Bangladesh is Export oriented country specially for Wearing Apparels, from Bangladesh the Garments export in Europe, USA and
Canada.
Since 2001 we saw there is lot of Forwarder join who are basis
on Europe, USA and Canada and we got huge feedback from
them to export Garments from Bangladesh to above mention destination. Also we are the Import oriented country too specially
from China, Hong Kong, Singapore, Malaysia, we got huge back
up especially China and Hong Kong. That is why we Join to FFSI.
Why until now you are still a member of FFSI?
There are some potential agent join in FFSI, specially Air-sea Forwarder – USA, Uniserve, Europa -UK, Barloworld, Contact Forwarding, Cargo Compass- South Africa, M&M- Whole Europe,
Gateway – Germany, Cargo Compass-Florence and SAT Cargo Italy, ICS and ICE – Australia, Flynt, Multi-gold-Hong Kong, FETATaiwan, Weida-China and USA are the star agent in our network
who are supporting each and every agent of FFSI and InteroceanBangladesh get huge support from all of them and give little support from our side since 15 years.
It is great NETWORK like a family we found last 15 years as a
global agent.
Therefore my opinion is we will more develop if we support each
other closely, we can build up a strong network globally as FFSI.
What advice can you give to our members in building more
business to one another and in continuing their FFSI membership?
Our suggestion is all FFSI agent closely contact with FFSI to FFSI
agents also other agent who can support us with excellent service,
send every potential sales lead, follow up the sales lead and provide real information to each other agent.

For me it is more than a network, it is like a family. Our
staff appreciate that they get
always the best available
price and service from the network partners.

CHRISTIAN GLITSCHER
Member for 5 years

We really want to grow with the FFSI and that is one of the important reason why we still a member.
What advice can you give to our members in building more
business to one another and in continuing their FFSI membership?
Joint sales calls and fast replies/offers are important. We have to
act like one company to get the business from the “big players”
with their offices worldwide.
Any other positive and encouraging message to the members.
I’m really happy to know you all and hope to do a lot of business
with you in the future. Let’s walk the way of success together !

When we asked for quotation for sea and air or Ex-work, need
true net/net cost along with good profit share as a partner, so that
we will be more and more development.
Also invite new agent to join in FFSI to support each other as a number one NETWORK agent.
Any other positive and encouraging message to the members.
Let do business between FFSI to FFSI, cause we have network globally, almost 90 countries we have office, it’s enough to development our FFSI HOME, why we go for support other agent, who is
not under the umbrella of FFSI.
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MEMBERS NEWS
BELGIUM
ACB AGENCIES

CHINA
WEIDA FREIGHT SYSTEM CO., LTD.

LARGEST LOCK IN THE WORLD OPENS

ISO 9001: 2008 ACCREDITATION OF WEIDA FREIGHT SYSTEM

On the 10th of June 2016,
the largest lock in the World,
the Kieldrecht-lock was officially opened by H.M. King
Philip in Antwerp.
The construction of the Kieldrecht lock is one of the largest Belgian infrastructure projects of the
past years. The new lock will benefit all companies using the Port of
Antwerp as their Gateway to the European Hinterland. The return on
this investment will take the form of greater maritime, industrial and
logistical activity in the port of Antwerp.
The first vessel ever to pass the Lock was the MS Andromeda J, operated by BG Freightline, an established Shortsea-Carrier offering
services to Ireland, UK and Scotland. The agent of BG Freightline
since 1995 is the ACB Group, your Belgian FFSI partner in the Port
of Antwerp.
The project fits in with the ambition of the European Union to develop a transnational, multimodal transport network by 2030. The
port of Antwerp is an important hub for the new EU core transport
network.
The combination of this technical masterpiece in combination with the
existing services of the ACB Group will offer all FFSI members a
state of the Art connection between their market and the European
Hinterland.
The ACB Group offers handling of deepsea import and export shipments (LCL and FCL). Furthermore the ACB Group offers distribution
within Europe via their intermodal and shortsea network, their own
roadfreight trailer services, containerdepot and own inhouse containertrucking.
The ACB Group completes their service-package with sales of second hand equipment and container-cabotage. These services are
offered from/to all Benelux Ports (Antwerp, Zeebrugge, Rotterdam).
FFSI members who have questions on these developments can contact the ACB Group via sales@acbgroup.be.

WEIDA FREIGHT SYSTEM
has been awarded its ISO
9001:2008 certification on
Aug 22nd 2016.
This certification is another
milestone in the development of WFS. It offers a
further guarantee of our commitment to offer most professional
service to our customers and partners worldwide.
The certificate ISO 9001:2008 relates to the management of
quality, it was granted to various departments of WFS such as:
Freight Forwarding, NVOCC, Customs Brokerage etc.
Weida Freight Systems opened new branch office in New York
and Vietnam.
Facts & Figures on the Kieldrechtlock
- Largest lock in the world
- 500 metres long, 68 metres wide and 17.8 metres deep
- 22,000 tonnes of steel (three times as much as the Eiffel tower)
- Construction start date: 21 November 2011
- It took seven days to fill the lock with water
- The name "Kieldrecht lock" chosen by the public on January 15 th,
2016
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MEMBERS NEWS
BULGARIA
M&M AIR CARGO SERVICE BULGARIA LTD.
M&M BULGARIA, EXPERT IN HANDLING SENSITIVE PRODUCTS
GlaxoSmithKline is among
the leading pharmaceutical manufacturers worldwide. In 2003, the company set up a multi-market
warehouse in Sofia, the
capital of Bulgaria. Pharmaceuticals from all over Europe are consolidated at and distributed from this temperature-controlled storage facility to GlaxoSmithKline customers on the Balkans and a
large number of CIS countries.
On board from day one as the logistics partner were Militzer &
Muench BG and the Bulgarian airfreight specialist M&M Air Cargo
Service Bulgaria Ltd.
“The M&M Group in Bulgaria has managed to sustain and develop this key business by providing top quality logistics services
strictly complying with GSK’s quality standards. M&M had to undergo several local audits as well as to defend this business in
regular tender-based RFQ’s along with the big logistics and
freight forwarding players. Maintaining this key account is not an
easy task.
We have to offer competitive rates while using exclusively reputable and reliable airlines which meet the approved operational
procedures and are equipped to handle temperature controlled
shipments”, says Ekaterina Stoykova, Sales and Customer Service,
M&M Air Cargo Service Bulgaria Ltd.
For GlaxoSmithKline, the M&M Group in Bulgaria supplies the
markets in scope via air, but also with road transports and sea
freight. The M&M employees profit from many years of experience.

With pharmaceutical export shipments that leave Sofia by air, the
cargo is delivered only a short time before departure and temporarily stored at the special, temperature-controlled warehouse of
M&M Air Cargo service Bulgaria for perishable goods at Sofia
Airport.
Sensitive pharmaceutical products are usually transported at temperatures between 15° Celsius and 25° Celsius – while vaccines
need to be kept at temperatures between 2° Celsius and 8° Celsius.
To give an example: for the Bulgarian health organization
“National Center of Infectious and Parasitic Diseases”, M&M Air
Cargo Service Bulgaria delivers vaccines to Africa, Asia, und
Europe. All transports are equipped with data loggers that record
the temperature from departure to arrival. That way, the team can
track and analyze each deviation exactly.
A high degree of responsibility
Most of M&M Air Cargo Service Bulgaria’s temperature-controlled
transports are exports, with Australia and the CIS states being the
main destinations.
“As the shipper of medical products, we are an important part of
the supply chain and are responsible for maintaining it consistent in
order to keep the quality of the product. In cases of deviation from
the required temperature during the transportation a quality investigation is made to make sure where the supply chain broke and to
analyze the reasons”, says Ekaterina Stoykova.
“Every day, we are well aware of this responsibility; in future, too,
we want to guarantee the impeccable quality of our customers’
products with carefully planned, fast transports and an end-to-end
cold chain”.
The main challenges of pharmaceutical transports as experienced
by M&M:

”With each shipment, we compare and document transport times,
costs, and risk factors”, explains Ekaterina Stoykova. “That is standard in the pharma industry – with the positive side effect that we
always keep an eye on potential for optimization. M&M Air
Cargo Service Bulgaria adheres to GlaxoSmithKline’s rules of
compliance as well as the laws of the consignee’s market.”

· Customers expect competitive rates with first-class airlines and
shortest transit times;

Security comes first

· Pharma transports require careful monitoring and reporting;

“The handling of pharma transports is an expertise and an important competitive advantage”, says Ekaterina Stoykova. To meet
the high standards of GlaxoSmithKline and other customers, the
employees of M&M Air Cargo Service Bulgaria have been specifically trained for the pharmaceutical sector.

Large perishable volumes airfreighted to Australia

“Pharma transports can actually be considered safer than some
standard transports as long as pharma deliveries are controlled
and monitored more strictly. As an airfreight forwarder we are
using highly reputable airlines which offer specialized service
products for pharmaceuticals.
The liability of the airlines is regulated by clear and strict international standards and agreements which makes the air transportation of pharmaceuticals less risky”, says Ekaterina Stoykova. “To
us, global and local audits are a matter of course; our customers
also demand them so they can monitor our performance regularly.”

· Pharma shipments are usually delivered by air to difficult destinations served by a limited number of airlines with limited cargo capacity;

Since 2014, M&M Air Cargo Service Bulgaria has been shipping
big temperature-controlled pharmaceutical transports via air to
Australia.
The business started in November 2014 with a trial order of 44
pallets; by the end of April 2016, the team had already handled
over 850 pallets – the equivalent of 70 tons.
Normally, a single shipment consists of about 50 pallets which is a
challenge for a small airfreight market like Bulgaria. M&M Air
Cargo Service Bulgaria picks up the goods directly at the manufacturer’s place and transports them on board a refrigerated truck to
an European hub from where the goods are air-shipped to Sydney
via another transfer point.
Meanwhile, the customer started using sea freight as well but despite the increasing volumes, the company still prefers airfreight.
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MEMBERS NEWS
GREECE
GEVATRANS INTERNATIONAL FORWARDERS LTD.

INDIA
HINDUSTAN CARGO LTD. (AVVASHYA CCI)

NEW SPECIAL PROJECT TO BAKU AZERBAIJAN

HINDUSTAN CARGO LTD. CHANGE THE NAME TO
AVVASHYA CCI

GEVATRANS, is continuing
expanding their know-how and
professional approach on oversized and over weighted transports by successfully accomplishing one more!
Within AUGUST 2016 we have arranged and executed 3 special
transports of metallic constructions from GREECE to BAKU AZERBAIJAN for one of the biggest companies in BAKU, NOBEL OIL.
In total we had to transport: 2 items of width 2.14m, height 3.16m,
length 20.95m each and weight 49.5 tons each and 2 additional
items of total dimension width 3.45m, height 2.5m, length 15.45m
and weight 22 tons each.
GEVATRANS once more was monitoring the whole procedure, advising on the completion of related documentation and carefully
checking transit time and custom procedure at each border. Cargo
was successfully delivered within 10 days!

Few industries deploy just-intime inventory like the automobile industry. Swift solutions are
always needed to accomplish
complex movements of parts to
a central assembly point. Entire
production lines depend on it.
Avvashya CCI offers international freight forwarding,
clearance, inplant logistics, line feeding, after market warehousing
and distribution including various value added services. All are part
of our end-to-end supply chain solutions, marked with speed and
accuracy, backed by international standards of safety and security.
Avvashya CCI heralds the coming together of 3 domain specialists:
the Warehousing, Freight Forwarding and Customs Clearance Divisions of CCI, the Freight Forwarding Division of Hindustan Cargo
Limited and the Contract Logistics Division of Allcargo Logistics Limited, to create a completely new power in India’s end to end supply
chain capability. Our world-class infrastructure and list of marquee
customers are evidence of our customised solutions and lineage.
To experience simplified supply chain solutions, contact Ajay Dave
on +91 99099 51525 . Mail Id for general sales inquiry is
sales@avvashyacci.com. The business transaction are remain same
& handling hands are also remain same only name change from
Hindustan Cargo Ltd to AvvashyaCCI Logistics Pvt. Ltd. (ACCI).

JORDAN
MAJLAN INTERNATIONAL CARGO SERVICES
ANOTHER AWARDS

Majlan Int ernat io nal
Cargo Services – Jordan is
proud to announce that
they have been awarded
Certificate of Appreciation and Certificate of
Recognition from Egypt Air
and Gulf Air for their high
sales achievement .
Congratulations Majlan Int.
Cargo Services !!!!
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MEMBERS NEWS
U. K.
EUROPA WORLDWIDE LOGISTICS LTD.
IMPLEMENTATION—A PAINFUL MONTH, PROVIDING YEARS
OF SERVICE
Ambitious logistics operator,
Europa Worldwide Group, has
launched Leonardo, its revolutionary £1.7 million bespoke IT
system, across the company’s
road freight operations. The
company’s IT director states
that this is a major leap forwards for the company in spite a
challenging 4 weeks post launch.
One month later, the system has bedded in and gives Europa inhouse control over its systems and will improve responsiveness,
efficiency, productivity and scalability across its 11 UK sites.
Richard Litchfield, IT Director, said: “It is rare for a logistics business to move from outsourced software, and invest and employ a
dedicated team of IT developers and designers to build a bespoke IT system on this scale from the ground up. Undoubtedly,
this is a game changer for the business.”
He added: “We had little option but to launch all areas of our
road freight management system in one go. We are a 24/7,
£100 million turnover business and we anticipated problems in
replacing a 15-year-old system which manages the process from
data entry to invoice.
However, when you are in the thick of it, dealing with over a
thousand tickets raised in 4 weeks, we felt the pain, with the software team working very long hours.
“Our priority was to power through these issues as rapidly as
possible, which we have successfully done. Frankly, it is easy to
say that you should launch systems like this without these types of
problems. But in reality, there will always be some flack.
We just had to get our heads down and work through the issues
as quickly as possible. On balance we are very happy with the
launch, and the range of issues, in the context of the complexity
of the project.”

Richard added: “The inhouse team has been incredibly flexible and hard
working to ensure the
problems have been ironed
out. Without doubt the new
software will help the company achieve its ambitious
growth plans. It now gives
the business total control
and flexibility to change
and adapt to meet the
needs of customers.”
A further £400,000 investment in hardware means
that all staff have either
been upgraded or issued
with new PCs. This gives
employees a consistent and
more efficient desktop user experience, enabling greater mobility
and connectivity to hot desk and work from any location.
All Europa employees were given extensive pre launch training,
and have access to dedicated IT services.
“Project Leonardo is named after the great artist, not the teenage
ninja turtles as has been suggested! Da Vinci is attributed with saying ‘simplicity is the ultimate sophistication’ and that’s what this project is now successfully achieving.” said Richard.
LeoRoad includes real time operation monitoring of shipments, discrepancy management, workflow management, and proactive customer and partner daily reporting. The system is fully integrated
with internal CCTV, Masternaut truck and trailer tracking solutions
and Europa’s national telephone system.
Andrew Baxter, Managing Director of Europa, said: “This is Europa’s biggest IT investment since the company was established in
1966. The company has been through some major restructuring
projects since it was acquired in 2013. LeoRoad is the last major
restructuring within the business, and we can now focus on growth.

Richard continued: “Whilst these challenges were frustrating for
many concerned, the team has been able to respond quickly to
issues and has now begun launching many system enhancements.
This is the true power of Leonardo. The pain is in the transition
from one system to another.

“This investment is another major statement of our intent to create a
market leading business. It comes on the back of the successful
launch of 1hub at our Dartford premises. The loyalty and dedication of all our employees during these changes has been instrumental in positioning Europa on a path of faster growth.

The benefit lies in the rapid enhancement of systems and processes that will occur over the coming months. The ability to convert
ideas into operational systems, at speed, without the complexity
of dealing with a 3rd party. We don’t have to write long specifications, or negotiate prices for amendments. We focus on the
creation of ideas, and their rapid translation into reality, without
any administrative burden.

“The spotlight has been on the IT team to create and deliver
LeoRoad, which they have done with extreme professionalism.
Having an in-house team will bring huge benefits to the business.”

“Often the complexity of getting an IT improvement agreed
within organisations can be so painful, that it stops it happening
at all. We have set out to make it easy and quick to amend our
systems, and this will pay significant dividends over time.”

The next phase of Leonardo, called LeoFinance, is due to launch in
2017. The project will overhaul the company’s finance systems and
will be fully integrated with LeoRoad. The aim is to optimise processes, improve transparency, tighten credit control, greater supplier
management and visibility of accounts systems. Some of the IT team
are continuing to work on LeoFinance while the remainder will provide ongoing development, and enhancement for LeoRoad. Phase
two of LeoRoad is earmarked to be launched in Q4 of 2016.
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2015 / 2016 TOP GUN WINNERS
TOP GUN WINNER (GOLD)
South Africa

BARLOWORLD LOGISTICS
Award received by Wendy Boschetti

2ND PLACE (SILVER)
China

WEIDA FREIGHT SYSTEM CO., LTD.
Award received by Southgate Yuan

3RD PLACE (BRONZE)
Australia

INTERNATIONAL CARGO SOLUTIONS

MOST MOA
Hong Kong

FLYNT INTERNATIONAL FORWARDERS LTD.
Award received by John Lam

TOP GUN ACHIEVERS (In Alphabetical Order)

Congratulations To All The
Winners
And Every Participant!!!

AIR SEA FORWARDERS INC.—U.S.A.
ASIA OVERSEAS TRANSPORT CO., INC.—PHILIPPINES
BARLOWORLD LOGISTICS—SOUTH AFRICA
CARGO HOLLAND—NETHERLANDS
CJ KOREA EXPRESS ASIA PTE. LTD.—SINGAPORE
CONTRACT FORWARDING—SOUTH AFRICA
ENTER GLOBAL LOGISTICS AB—SWEDEN
EUROPA WORLDWIDE LOGISTICS LTD.—U.K.
EXCEL FREIGHT SYSTEMS (PVT) LTD.—PAKISTAN
FETA FREIGHT SYTEMS (TAIWAN) LTD.—TAIWAN
FETA FREIGHT SYSTEMS (THAILAND) CO. LTD.—THAILAND
FLYNT INTERNATIONAL FORWARDERS LIMITED—HONG KONG
GATEWAY CARGO SYSTEMS GMBH—GERMANY
HA THIEN GALAXY EXPRESS FORWARDING—VIETNAM
HINDUSTAN CARGO LTD.—INDIA
INTEREUROPA CO. LTD.—SLOVENIA
INTERNATIONAL CARGO SOLUTIONS—AUSTRALIA
INTERNATIONAL CARGO EXPRESS—AUSTRALIA
INTEROCEAN CARGO SERVICES LTD.—BANGLADESH
LEGEND FORWARDING GROUP, S. L.—SPAIN
M&M AIR SEA CARGO GMBH—GERMANY
M&M AIR SEA CARGO S.A.—POLAND
MULTI GOLD AIR & SEA EXPRESS LTD.—HONG KONG
NESURA EXPRESS CO., LTD.—KOREA
ORBIT INTERNATIONAL LTD.—NEW ZEALAND
PANDA LOGISTICS LTD.—CHINA
SHANGHAI ADP—CHINA
SHENZHEN ANDA SHUN INT’L. LOGISTICS—CHINA
SPEDMAN GLOBAL LOGISTICS AS—DENMARK
TOWA AIR TRANSPORT SYSTEM LTD.—JAPAN
TRANSCARGO WORLDWIDE (M) SDN BHD—MALAYSIA
TYN RAMIREZ HNOS—SPAIN
UNION AIR FREIGHT (S) PTE. LTD.—SINGAPORE
VCK LOGISTICS—NETHERLANDS
VELOGIC LTD.—MAURITIUS
WEIDA FREIGHT SYSTEM CO., LTD.—CHINA
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“TOGETHER, WE CAN MAKE IT BETTER”

FETA FREIGHT SYSTEMS INTERNACORPORATE HEADQUARTERS—HONG KONG
Address : Unit 615-616, 6/F Regent Centre, 70

Ta Chuen Ping Street, Kwai Chung,
Hong Kong
Telephone : (852) 39927040
Fax
: (852) 31881078
Contact : Francis Ng, Chief Finance Officer
(Mobile: (852) 9482 4625)
E-mail
: fng@ffsintl.net
Contact : Ada Lai, Chief Operating Officer
Email
: alai@ffsintl.net

NETWORK SERVICES OFFICE—PHILIPPINES
Address : Feta Freight Systems International
P.O. Box No. 208
Las Piñas Central Post Office
1740 Las Piñas City
Telephone : (63) 28233641 / 24040003
Fax
: (63) 28317837
Contact : Joy Mortel, Administrator
Email
: jmortel@ffsintl.net

CHAIRMAN’S OFFICE—SOUTH AFRICA
Address : 49 Director Road
Aeroport Spartan Ext 2
Gauteng Johannesburg, South Africa
Telephone : (27) 113922002
Fax
: (27) 865244348
Contact : Chris Waterson, Chairman
E-mail
: chris@cfwd.co.za

FETA FREIGHT SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL (FFSI ) is a global network of freight forwarding companies rendering the full spectrum of transport services including multimodal, logistics and other specialised cargo handling related activities.
FETA was organised in 1982 by a group of Far East Asia-based freight forwarders with
the objective of seeking reliable, aggressive and locally managed companies to form a
strong strategic global network of alliances. In 1989, a core of FETA members incorporated FETA FREIGHT SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL LTD.
Its objective is to form strong strategic alliances with prospective parties in potential
countries trading under a unique name called FETA FREIGHT SYSTEMS. They will cater to
the challenges of a globalising industry by offering the highest level of international
freight forwarding and logistics services to the customers.
Any qualified forwarder who wants to develop and expand their network can be part
of FETA FREIGHT SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL

We’re on the web:
www.ffsintl.net

FFSI CODE OF ETHICS
1.

MAINTAIN HONESTY, INTEGRITY AND CONSISTENCY.

2.

COMPLETE TASKS AND OBJECTIVES ON TIME AND KEEP TO YOUR PROMISES .

3.

REACH DECISIONS AFTER EFFECTIVE OPEN COMMUNICATION, LISTENING & CONSULTATION.

4.

UNDERSTAND, TOLERATE AND RESPECT CULTURAL, RELIGIOUS AND OTHER DIFFERENCES.

5.

ADD VALUE TO ALL YOUR PARTNERS.

6.

PROMOTE A STRONG TEAM SPIRIT.

7. LEARN FROM MISTAKES.
8.

BE INNOVATIVE AND CREATIVE; TAKE THE INITIATIVE.

9.

CELEBRATE SUCCESS.

10. TO DISPLAY, EXPLAIN AND ENDORSE THIS CODE OF ETHICS TO ALL COMPANY STAFF.

